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X city’s telecom company is a subsidiary of JiangXi Telecom Company which is 
owned by China Telecom Corporation. It is responsible for the business of X city 
where also locate two main competitors: one is the local company of China Mobile, 
the other is the local company of China Unicom. In recent competition, some sharp 
problems arise in the company, such as a declination of market share, a low utilization 
of exchange facility, a saturated popularization of cities telephones as well as a 
declined telephone profit margin. All are caused by the homogeneity competition 
between those three companies.  
In spite of this, the arrival of Personal Handphone System (PHS) activates the 
market for X city’s telecommunication at the same time. In order to promote X city's 
telecom company in this trade and address those competition problems, it becomes a 
crucial issue to discuss the service marketing of X city’s PHS. That is what the paper 
attempts to explore.  
The theory of this paper is mainly constructed by strategic management, service 
marketing and some related literature. The paper first introduces the service concept, 
service strategy and service delivery, then it provides three examples about 
combination management, information management and property rights management 
to make a further exploration into the project of X city’s PHS service marketing. 
This paper consists of seven chapters. The first chapter presents the introduction; 
the second chapter introduces and analyzes some related theories of service marketing; 
the third chapter is concerned about marketing environment in X city; the fourth 
chapter is the analysis of PHS; the fifth chapter discusses the service marketing of 
PHS with service concept models; the sixth chapter covers of PHS’ service operation; 
the last chapter is the conclusion. 
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